Fact Sheet
Founded in 1990, Amber Road provides a single, on-demand platform that automates and streamlines global trade.
As a leading provider of cloud based global trade management (GTM) solutions, we automate the global supply chain
across sourcing, logistics, cross-border trade, and regulatory compliance activities to dramatically improve operating
efficiencies and financial performance.

Solutions
Our solution combines enterprise-class software, trade content sourced from government agencies and transportation
providers in 148 countries, and a global supply chain network connecting our customers with their trading partners,
including suppliers, testing/auditing firms, freight forwarders, customs brokers and transportation carriers.
Many of the largest, most successful companies in the world are using Amber Road to:





Collaborate with suppliers on development, sourcing and quality assurance
Execute import and export compliance checks and generate international shipping documentation
Book international carriers and track goods as they move around the world
Minimize the associated duties through preferential trade agreements and foreign trade zones

Our solution capabilities include:
Global
Sourcing

Global sourcing provides for planning with suppliers earlier in the product lifecycle
to reduce development time, lower sourcing risks, improve product quality and
accelerate time-to-market.

Risk & Quality
Management

The modules provide the ability to accurately determine and monitor that all trading
partners are in compliance with ethical sourcing standards, and your products meet
the regulatory safety and quality standards for each country where you sell.

Production
Management

Our solution provides global organizations the ability to better leverage
enterprise data for improved decision-making related to component and material
development, product commercialization, and production milestones.

Our solution provides a range of transportation management capabilities, including
Transportation
contract and rate management, carrier selection and booking, and comprehensive
Management
freight audit.
Supply Chain
Visibility

Through multi-mode shipment visibility functionality, importers and exporters are
connected with their overseas suppliers, logistics providers, brokers, and carriers to
ensure complete tracking and monitoring of the movement of goods.

Export
Management

Our solution automates necessary export compliance checks and transactional
functions including performing country-specific regulatory checks, screening for
restricted parties, determining license requirements and tracking license usage,
generating documents and filing.

Import
Management

Our import solution performs vital compliance, import control and business rules
validations throughout the purchase order lifecycle, including product classification,
admissibility review at multiple stages, Customs entry management, security filings
and broker integration.

Duty
Management

Our solution helps companies to simplify, automate and qualify for duty minimization
programs, such as Free Trade Agreements, Free Trade Zones (FTZ), and China’s
General and Processing Trade programs.

Global
Knowledge®

The functional areas of the Amber Road platform are integrated with trade content
to provide the highest levels of automation and accuracy. We cover 148 countries
today with comprehensive coverage of harmonized tariff schedules, standard and
preferential duty rates, regulatory controls, restricted party lists, documents, quotas
and much more.

Our Customers
Amber Road’s enterprise-class SaaS
solutions are designed to meet the extensive
requirements of global companies, thirdparty logistics providers (3PLs), and small and
medium-sized importers and exports.
With a long and proven track record, we are
powering the global operations of many of
the most successful companies in the world,
spanning nearly every industry and region.

GE Healthcare

“To manage compliance in a rapidly changing
global supply chain requires a tool that can
help deploy policy and facilitate training,
auditing, and remediation for a large number
of business partners. Amber Road helps us to
all of this with limited resources.”
Project Director, Global Ethics & Compliance
DICK’s Sporting Goods

Management
“We’ve simplified our shipment process,
automated documentation and trade party
screening, and gained regulatory and financial
control over our international shipments.
Currently 90% of all of Fairchild’s shipments are
pre-cleared.”
Senior Manager, Global Logistics
Fairchild Semiconductor
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“Once you can see the shipments moving in
transit, you can predict any late shipments
and adjust. NCR will see a seven-figure
benefit from the implementation; it has
added definite value for us.”
Director, Global Logistics Sourcing
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